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Miscellaneous Notes Miscellaneous Notes 

autem lyme, viscus, calx, bitumen dicitur.' 'Lime, calx,' and 'lime, 
viscus' are the same word (see N.E.D. and cf. G. 'Leim, glue,' L. ' limus, 
slime,' see also Kluge, Lehmn) and in M.E. 'to lime' is used for 'to caulk,' 
e.g. ' at arche was a feteles good, set and limed agen be flood' (c. 1250, 
N.E.D.) and 'lyme it with cleye and pitche within and without' (1483, 
Caxton). L. calx penetrated into the Germanic languages at a very 
early period (see Kluge, Kalk, and cf. O.E. cealc) with other builders' 
terms. In E. it has taken the special meaning 'chalk' and it is 
doubtful how far M.E. calke, cauk is applied to 'lime'; in the Prompt. 
Parv. it is glossed both calx and creta. If E. caulk is derived from it, 
it may be a nautical use of an unrecorded builders' term, or it may 
have come through O.F. or Du. Sewel (1727) has 'kalken, to daub 
with lime, to plaister' and M.H.G. 'kelken, kelchen, cementare' is 
recorded by Grimm. The L. word most nearly corresponding to caulk 

appears to be ferruminare, glossed calk in Gouldman (1669), and 
Adrianus Junius (1611) has 'calx, ferrumen cementorum,' from Pliny. 
The M.L. calcare is, I suggest, for calicare, recorded in the sense of'to 

plaister with lime' (see the German Thesaurus), of which Cooper (1573) 
gives the p.p. as calcatus. O.F. 'cauchier, r4parer' (Godefroy) may be 
this word, as the sense 'repair' would easily grow out of the original 
meaning. 

The territorial exclusiveness of caulk and calfater points to very 
close identity of meaning. Even in the non-nautical sense Ben Jonson 
has 'the windores close shut and calk'd,' with which cf. F. 'calfeutrer, 
une fengtre, une porte, etc., garnir de bourrelets, de lisi6res, pour 
emp&cher le froid d'entrer' (Dict. Gin.). If the derivation I propose 
for caulk is right, it suggests one more possible conjecture for calfater, 
viz. Sp. or Port. 'cal, lime' and 'afeitar, to adorn, accoutre.' I do 
not know whether the Sp. (or Port.) word has the earlier sense of 
' prepare,' 'repair,' but O.F. afaitier occurs commonly with this meaning. 
For the formation cf. F. maintenir, saupoudrer, etc., Sp. mantener, Port. 
manter, Sp. and Port. salpimentar, etc. 

ERNEST WEEKLEY. 
NOTTINGHAM. 

' BOZZIMAU,' ESBAT.' 

'Bozzimacu' is a local word which I do not find recorded in any dialect 
word-list or dictionary. Pronounced with the main stress on the last 

syllable and the secondary on the first, it represents the French Baisez 
mon cul. It is, or at least was until recently, commonly flung as a term 
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of abuse at Italian organ-grinders by gamins in the streets of Bir- 

mingham, and possibly-but I have no evidence-in other parts of 
Warwickshire or of the midlands. It may well be the direct descendant 
of the 'Basimecu' which Shakespeare (2nd Part of Henry VI, Iv, vii, 31) 
puts into the mouth of Jack Cade:-'What canst thou answer to my 
majesty for giving up Normandy unto Monsieur Basimecu, the Dauphin 
of France ?' In spite of the fragmentary nature of the evidence, there 
is every probability that it has been for centuries an abusive epithet for 

foreigners of Latin race. 
'Esbat' is another provincialism, which I believe I am putting on 

record for the first time. It is known to me only as jocularly used by 
my father, a Warwickshire man born and bred. I recollect it being 

applied to the carrying on of idle conversation, for instance at the 
end of a meal, when people should be about their business again; 'sit 

esbatting' was a frequent phrase. The word bears the stress on the 
first syllable, with s unvoiced. Its origin must be the Old French 
esbatre (now ebattre); Cotgrave's synonyms for s'Esbatre are to the 

point:-' To sport, play, dally, jeast, pass away the time in mirth, and 
recreation.' The fact that the introduction of the verb into English 
can hardly be of later date than the fifteenth century makes it the 
more remarkable that it has remained hitherto unrecorded. The deri- 
vative esbatement (modern French ebattement),' amusement, diversion,' 
is given in the Oxford Dictionary from Caxton (two instances) and Sir 
Thomas Elyot's Governour. 

C. TALBUT ONIONS. 
OXFORD. 

'SPEAK WITHIN DOOR,' Othello, IV, ii, 144. 

The right explanation of this phrase is given by Johnson: 'Do not 
clamour so as to be heard beyond the house,' i.e., Lower your tone, Don't 

speak so loud; and the interpretation receives striking corroboration 
from the use in my own family of a similar synonymous phrase, 'Speak 
within the house.' Another idiom, like 'bozzimacu' (see above), trace- 
able-at present--only in Shakespeare and modern Warwickshire usage. 
It is possible, of course, that Johnson, being a midlander, knew the 

expression in current use. 
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